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To succeed in writing theses, reports, and other forms of academic writing, students need plenty of

support. The all-new edition of the
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It's meant for high schoolers, but adults who haven't inhaled chalk dust for years might appreciate it

even more. The process of organizing, researching and writing a paper is laid is out in

easy-to-understand normal-speak. The chapters on grammar and usage are very user-friendly, and

lots of extras (suffixes, parliamentary procedure, periodic table, metric system, the U.S. Constitution,

world maps, etc.) make this an extraordinarily popular and useful household item. If you're feeling

generous, you might even let the kid take it to school on occasion. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

As a writer and a 15-year homeschool veteran, I have used many different programs for

composition. At last I have found *The One.* Writer's Inc Teaching Guide, used in conjunction with

the Student Guide, is everything I have looked for in a writing program. It is rigorous, yet flexible. It

works well for students with varied ability levels, as well as those with different learning styles. I wish

I had found this program 15 years ago. Highest marks to Writer's Inc!



I received a copy of Writer's Inc back when the cover was yellow. I saved many textbooks to refer

back to throughout high school and college, but Writer's Inc is the one reference tool I always came

back to. I am now 40 and still refer back to this book from time to time. My daughter recently

received a well-loved copy of this newer version from a tutor with whom she had bonded. This new

version is twice as thick as the old version with lots more information. I will never give up my old

yellow Writer's Inc, but I did buy this newer version for myself and copies for the rest of my kids. I

hope they will take good care of them and recognize just how valuable a resource each is. I hope

that, like mine, their copy of Writer's Inc will serve them well through high school and college and

well into their adult lives.

Got this for my child to help her write papers. Not a good choice, nothing wrong with the book but for

that purpose there are better ones out there. This one delves into spelling, grammar, editing, proof

reading, etc. I wanted more of how to do a proper outline with thesis, body, and conclusion kind of

thing.

Excellent resource when you need to write a paper. They even lay out rubrics for you, for those who

learn easier that way.

Great addition to my reference library.

Great book! Bought this for my mentee whose first language isn't English. He's improved

tremendously on his writing. First got this book when I was in high school and still have it today.

Awesome book for beginners and the most experienced of writers.

I absolutely love this book. I used it through college and had my daughter use it through High

School, it is very helpful. This new edition is really nice. I got it for my daughter because my old one

was falling apart.

Hard to find a better high school Writers handbook. It's easy to use and has all the relevant

information. I just wish they would update it more often
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